Look Who’s Throwing Stones
Towards a local terroir based aesthetic
Steve Harrison
Over the past 38 years since I first visited the Old Mittagong Shire searching
for Nicholas Lidstone and the Berrima Pottery I have been searching,
searching for lots of things. I have been looking inward for my answers, to
understand the concept of the perfect clay, the ideal kiln, the best timber,
white felspar, pale bentonite, reliable income and some certainty. I haven’t
found any of these things, probably because they aren’t there to be found.
However, I have found lots of other things like; red felspar, white bai-tunze,
yellow kaolin, blue cobalt, green energy, blue uncertainty, black dog, red
wine and a Song dynasty bowl.

Fig 1. Slightly opalescent guan style black ware bowl with stained crackle. The
high iron body bleeds through on the rim influencing the colour.

Along the way I have made; a life partnership, a home, a family, a living, a
garden, a friend, a nice bowl, a wooden chair, dirty porcelain, clean energy,
a lot of decisions that I wouldn’t make again, bad wine, good cheese and
very good cider in the good years when it rained.
I haven’t been able to make; certain, amends, some decisions, a living from
my pots, a good red wine, or a Song quality bowl.
I wasn’t looking for; fame, riches, debts, scars, viruses, acolytes, pets, or the
blues. I’ve bought; an old house, a new car, a solar panel and a Song dynasty
bowl. I’ve been given; advice, mentoring, love, friendship, support, viruses,
an education and a Song dynasty bowl. I’ve lost; innocence, faith, an anvil,
small change, a pottery, and touch. I’ve grown; up, out, tired, sceptical,
vegetables, a beard, older and I have become interested over time in aspects
of the real, the tangible, the hand made, a sense of place, the 'terroir' of a
locality. I have no interest in the fast track and the cheap throwaway. I want
real things around me, things that will stay around me and develop a patina
of age and a meaning born of context and familiarity.

Fig 2. Iron stained native bai-tunze porcelain stone body, wood flashed to
red/orange colour. Glazed with a pale bai tunze Qingbai style glaze.

By utilising the ceramic materials that I’ve discovered around me in my
meanderings through my locality, I like to think that I am building on and
carrying forward the work started by Ivan McMeekin at Sturt Pottery back in
1954. Through investigating my local geology I discovered the Joadja baitunze deposit amongst others. This has enabled me to develop my wood
fired porcelain and proto porcelains made from native bai-tunze porcelain
stone. The nature of the pieces that I have created is such that they represent
the geology of the Southern Highlands. They are not the most translucent or
the whitest of porcelains. However, they are the product of my interaction
with my locality. During the development of this work it has been my
intention to make a 100% local product. In this regard I have to admit that I
have failed. However, this work is my attempt to produce a local product.
With all its limitations and faults, and all its local character. The French have
a word, ‘terroir’ that expresses some of this quality. The search for a
personal aesthetic based on the essence of my locality is also the search for
the essence of the potter. The two are inseparable. I like to think that my use
of my found earths, stones and ashes to create individual pieces is akin to
Hogwoods use of period instruments to express something that is essential
and fundamental to his art form.

Fig 3. Unglazed, wood fired native bai-tunze porcelain bowl with firing
enhancements.

Globalization has resulted in a situation where we are spoilt by the
availability of excellent materials from all over the world, but at a terrible
cost. I like the recent idea of the 100 km diet, and likewise I have chosen to
limit myself to the 50 km palette. All of the wood fuel for my kiln was
grown on my own land, my neighbors or from local garden prunings. I made
the fire bricks for my kiln by hand, from a local refractory white bauxite
clay. My glazes are made from the same bai-tunze porcelain stone as the
clay body or other local igneous rocks, shales and ashes, all discovered by
me and then crushed, processed and milled in my workshop. A workshop
built by Janine and myself from mud bricks that we made from local clay.
I have taken years of concentrated research to make these bowls, selecting
only the most unique and individual pieces that express my desire for
individuality and otherness. I am surprised that no other potter that I am
aware of is making work with a similar thesis to this. These pieces are like
no other, in that their specific provenance is known from their source in the
soil to their ultimate exhibition in the Gallery.

Fig 4. Slightly opalescent, high silica, bai-tunze based, bluish celadon glaze over
high iron blackware body.

No one makes clay like this anymore and I think that it is a shame, I don’t do
it to keep the thing alive - it’s dead. Economics killed it decades ago. Along
with so many other aspects of our ceramic history, many for the better, most
aren’t missed, but a few things seem worth persevering with and extracting
clay by hand just might be one of them. I don’t even use clay at all anymore
in the usual sense. I’ve slowly made the change-over to weathered rock
fragments, because that is a frontier that isn’t currently being thought of, it
isn’t even on the radar, but in amongst those decomposing rock fragments
there is the beginnings of clay. On the surface of each rock granule there is a
tiny layer of clay particles that has been liberated from the dying stone as it
decomposes slowly over the millennia, slowly self-destructing, turning atom
by atom imperceptibly into clay. No one knows that it is even there, but I do!
I extract my clay by hand, slowly, by scraping and selecting as I go, to get
just the right fraction that I’m interested in experimenting with. This is
spread out thinly to dry on the workshop floor and then roughly crushed to
reduce the size of the rock fragments so that when I stir them vigorously in a
bucket of water the clay particles will be rinsed off the surface of the stones
and left dissolved in the water. I’ve discovered that this is best done by hand.
When a machine is used it breaks up the rock too much creating something
far too rock-like, glaze-like and not clayey enough. Stirring is gentle and
achieves the purpose exactly, although it is mind-numbingly slow, it allows
time for thought and introspection.

Fig 5. Pale green guan glaze over dark iron stained bai-tunze porcelain.

In some of my pots, there is only 15% difference between the clay body and
the glaze, the one material making both clay and glaze. I have taken to
calling this material ‘Australian Bai tunze’. As Bai tunze is the name that the
ancient Chinese potters gave to the ‘porcelain stone’ which they used to
produce their native porcelain and like those early potters I have made pots
that have a slight tendency to warp and even show the odd iron spot. This
work is unique in that it is completely authentic, its provenance is known
from its origins in the earth to its exhibition in the gallery.

Fig 6. Unglazed, wood fired native bai-tunze porcelain bowl with pale green transparent
natural ash glaze deposit.

These bowls are only just the beginning, there is so much more to be done,
just as I have built on the early work of McMeekin, someone, perhaps not
me, will progress this work even further in the future. I hope so. Another
potter would make different decisions and create a different body of creative
work from these same materials.
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